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SECTION 1 

Application Forms and Documents 

• Master Land-use application Form
• Final Plat Checklist
• Project Team
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PROJECT TEAM 
 

 
Owner/Applicant 
Randall  & Juliet Spurrier  
4162 Crystal Bridge Drive 
Carbondale, CO 81623  
randall.spurrier@gmail.com 
 
Architect 
Donna Riley 
PO Box 2066 
Carbondale CO, 81623 
970.618.0035 
redhillriley@gmail.com 
 
Planning/Coordination 
Mark Chain 
Mark Chain Consulting, LLC 
811 Garfield Avenue 
Carbondale, CO  81623 
970.309.3655 (cell) 
mchain@sopris.net 
 
Surveyor 
Tuttle Surveying Services 
923 Cooper Avenue 
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601 
970.928.9708 
Jeff@tss-us.com 
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SECTION 2 

Background Information 

• Introductory Information and Background
• Location map
• Site Plan
• Applicants Statement
• Amended Plat
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AMENDED PLAT – LOTS 19 & 20, BLOCK AA, PHASE 7, 
PER PLAT AT REC # 620571 

 
Legal Description: (see above) 

Location: 403 and 417 Crystal Canyon Drive 

Owner: Randall and Juliet Spurrier 

 
Land-use Application Components 
 

• Major Plat Amendment/Lot Consolidation 
 
 
REQUEST 
 
Juliet and Randall Spurrier, who have lived in RVR since 2010, have purchased 
two adjacent lots along Crystal Canyon Drive at the south end of RVR. They wish 
to consolidate the lots and build a single-family residence.  Consolidating the lot 
requires a Plat Amendment in order to adjust the building envelope, setbacks 
and removing the lot line that previously separated Lots 19 and 20. Under the 
UDC, this is a Major Plat Amendment which in this case requires Planning 
Commission Approval. (Note: the RVR Design Review Committee and the Board 
of the HOA have previously approved this application). 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
River Valley Ranch Phase 7 was one of the last phases platted as part of the that 
development. Phase 7 was recorded in 2003. There are a total of 8 phases in 
RVR, including the golf course and Thompson Corner. 
 
This portion of Phase 7 generally contains lots of 0.40 acres and larger. Many of 
those along Crystal Canyon Drive are relatively narrow, and generally the 
garages are located directly off of Crystal Canyon Drive. This is very 
advantageous for the lots located east and south of Crystal Canyon Drive, as 
view planes of the Valley and Mount Sopris are preserved.  This does not work 
quite as well for some of the lots located west and north of Crystal Canyon as not 
all of the view planes are preserved. 
 
There have been lot consolidations in the past, and all lot consolidations must be 
approved by the Design Review Committee and the HOA Board and such 
approval documented before the town will review such applications. 
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SITE DESCRIPTION 

The site (two lots) are located along Crystal Canyon Drive in the southern portion 
of RVR. A site location map is attached. The lots are vacant and are essentially 
flat. There are one or two very large boulders that are located on the lot that were 
left over from the original construction/grading and utility installation. Access is 
from Crystal Canyon Drive. Soils are alluvial deposits characteristic of 
Carbondale and the surrounding area. 

This part of RVR is only partially built out. Project data is below: 

Lot and Building Envelope Data 
Lot # Lot size (SF) Building Envelope (SF) 
Lot 19 20,638 12,023 
Lot 20 20,750 12,688 
Totals 41,388 24,711 

With lot consolidation 41,388 16,688 

The property is located in the PUD – R/LD/10,000 SF Zone district 

RVR REVIEW 

A letter documenting the approval from River Valley Ranch is included in Section 
3 – Miscellaneous Documents. That letter is dated May 1, 2019. 

It should be noted that the review by the RVR DRC and HOA also included 
notice to surrounding property owners. In this particular case, the notices 300 
feet but that measurement is taken from the center point of each individual lot. 
Therefore, the notice will as part of the Town Review will include a wider area 
and additional property owners will be notified as part of the process. 

As you can see from the letter from RVR, many of the concerns are related to 
homeowners assessments and the number of votes for lot after consolidation. In 
this particular case, there was extensive conversation with the Homeowner to the 
east. While the home on this lot has been designed (Lot 18) it has not yet been 
constructed. There were some concerns related to the location of the parking for 
Lot 19/20 as it had been assumed that the parking and garage would be closer to 
the street.  The owner and project architect engaged the adjacent property 
owners and various options for mitigation were considered. At the end of the day, 
no parking will be allowed within a certain distance of the northeast corner of not 
19/20. This condition is included as a note on both the current site plan as well as 
the amended plat. RVR also has the ability to review the plat after town approval 
to ensure that the condition is maintained. 
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Reasons for Lot Consolidation Proposal 

The Spurrier family wrote a letter outlining their reasons for purchasing two lots 
and combining them. This statement is included at the end of this section and it is 
a pretty eloquent statement. I do not want to speak for them, but in general terms 
here are some of the reasons: 

• the existing lots in this area are relatively long and narrow compared to similar
sized lots in RVR.

• This general lot layout north and west of crystal Canyon Drive result in lots
built edge-to-edge and little separation between homes.

• To improve view planes, for themselves and neighbors
• increase in open space on the south part of the lots to benefit neighbors and

for people using the footpath.

Each of these items, including the general layout for both Phases 7 and 8 can be 
discussed at length. However, we don’t think this is the forum for those issues – 
these items were discussed to some degree during the annexation, zoning and 
eventual phase layouts for various portions of River Valley Ranch. At this time, 
we are trying to complete the lot consolidation process and review by the Town 
and show that all requirements have been met. 

Building Envelope and dwelling unit size 

Planning staff indicated at the pre-application meeting that they would like the 
application to discuss potential size of the building envelope and dwelling unit as 
there was some concerns about the size of each. 

Size of building envelope. It should be noted that the building envelope size is 
smaller as a result of the lot consolidation. Specifically, the building envelope for 
the combined lots 19/20 is nearly 8000 ft.² in size smaller than the original, 
platted building envelopes. Please see the previous chart in this section. The 
project architect and owners did make efforts to restrict the size of the building 
envelope to make it fit into that part of the neighborhood. As noted previously the 
envelope was partly designed to preserve other view planes for neighbors 
besides just the one to the south – that is Mount Sopris. 

Actually, the building envelope is slightly larger than earlier in the design process. 
The owner would like space for some type of shed, perhaps a telescope shed, on 
the western part of the site. In actuality, comments to maintain building envelope 
flexibility were made during the review process from the DRC as they did not 
want the owners to unreasonably restrict some potential uses that may be 
outside of the principal building itself. 
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Building size. The design that you see from the project architect in the application 
is conceptual at this time. As noted by the owner, the majority of the building will 
be one story in size and the approximate size of living area at this stage is 
approximately 4000 ft.². This is probably about average for this area in River 
Valley Ranch. A quick survey of developed lots in the Crystal Canyon Drive and 
the connecting courts show that there are 14 other homes in that area with the 
total heated square feet of 4000 ft.² or larger. One home was 8509 ft.² in size and 
eight others were over 5000 ft.² in size. Please note that the largest home we are 
aware of and RVR is almost 9200 ft.² in size. In summary, it appears that there 
are many other homes in RVR will be greater in size and the proposed applicants 
at this stage in design. 

Maximum Home Size. We understand that there have been concerns about 
maximum Home size within the town limits in the past. It is our understanding 
that this time there are no maximum home sizes set out in the UDC. Given the 
existing situation and the fact that there is no maximum Home size for the town 
and the fact that there are many in this section of RVR that are larger, we do not 
see this as a significant issue. 

Other Issues and Various Design Considerations 

The Planning Commission may want to discuss other design issues that came 
up. For that reason, the project architect and the owner will be present and they 
can give you further background or provide more detailed information is 
necessary. 

Finally, we also want to make clear that the design is still at a actual level. They 
are trying to get the town to approve this lot consolidation as quickly as possible 
so further design development can proceed. 
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Proposal to Combine Lots at 403 & 417 Crystal Canyon Drive 

Executive Summary 
Juliet and RJ Spurrier, who have resided in RVR since 2010 with their two kids in a 3,725 sq ft home at 4162 
Crystal Bridge Drive, purchased two lots in 2018 located on the south end of RVR: 403 and 417 Crystal Canyon 
Drive. It is their goal to build their dream home there, and move their family to that home once completed. 
The two lots are relatively long and narrow compared to similar sized lots in RVR. As a result, most homes built 
on these kinds of lots are built edge-to-edge in the narrow (east-west) dimension of the lots, resulting in 
homes with little separation. Views of Mount Sopris to the south are viewed through the narrow dimension of 
the lot, which limits the view opportunities (especially since the garage is typically placed to the south, 
between the core home and the street). The Spurriers’ hope is to gain approval to combine the two lots, so 
they can locate the home in the north end of the combined lot, with the garage placed behind the house 
(north side), thus locking in more of the view of Sopris and leaving significant landscaped open space in the 
southern 2/3rds of the combined lot.  

The Spurriers’ propose, as part of combining the lots, that the neighbor-facing building envelope set-backs 
(east and west side) be increased from the current 10’ set-back, to 20’ set-backs, and substantially increase the 
front setback, providing better view lines and more privacy for both the Spurriers and neighboring lot owners. 
The proposed home placement, as illustrated below, would be shifted to the north end of the lot, and oriented 
to face square to Sopris. 

The implications of doing so: 

• Improved view lines for neighbors on all sides of the combined lots, due to the much smaller visual
footprint of the single home on the combined lots, versus the visual impact of the homes that would
be built on the lots if left separate.

• A significant increase in open space both for neighbors and for people using the popular foot path
• Improved Mt Sopris views and a large grass play are for the Spurriers, their kids, and their dog

This document describes their proposal in a bit more detail, including an image showing the desired location 
and footprint of the hoped for future home on the combined lots.  
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RVR Design Guidelines on Combining Lots 
We have attempted to come up with a proposal consistent with RVR design guidelines for combining lots. 

About the Existing Lots at 403 & 417 Crystal Canyon Drive 
These two lots are relatively narrow and long, compared to most similarly sized (half acre) lots in RVR: 

• 403 Crystal Bridge Drive
o 0.47 acres, approximately 270 ft long x 70 ft wide
o Original building envelope

§ 10-foot set-backs on sides facing neighboring lots (east west)
§ 20-foot set-backs from street and golf course sides (south north)

• 417 Crystal Bridge Drive
o 0.48 acres, approximately 270 ft long x 80 ft wide
o Original building envelope

§ 10-foot set-backs on sides facing neighboring lots (east west)
§ 20-foot set-backs from street and golf course sides (south north)

Narrow Lots Nearby Often Extend Edge-to-Edge in Building Envelope’s Narrow Dimension 
An examination of existing homes located on similarly narrow and long lots on Crystal Canyon Drive shows that 
most homes use with entire width of the building envelope, thus many homes are relatively close together, 
with just 20 feet spacing between neighboring homes (10’ for each building envelope set-back).  

The Spurriers’ Propose Doubling the Neighbor-facing Building Envelope Set-backs to 20 feet 
To increase privacy and improve view lines of both neighbors and the Spurriers, we propose that the combined 
lot building envelope set-backs facing neighboring lots (east and west), be increased to 20 feet for the 
combined lots. Doing so will provide: 

• Significantly improved privacy, open space, and view lines for neighbors when compared to the likely
homes that would be built on the lots if kept separate

The Spurriers’ also propose that the existing 20 ft set-backs to the north and south, between the street (front, 
south) and golf course (back, north) be left as is in the back (north), but to be increased substantially in the 
front, which will provide significantly more open space than if the two lots were built on separately.  

Desired Home Location Will Provide Much Improved Open Space and View Lines 
While the Spurriers’ home has not undergone a full architectural design process, the image below shows the 
approximate size and location for the Spurriers’ dream home on the combined lots.  Note the approximately 
4,000 sq. ft. home is pushed back to the north end of the combined lot to improve views and rotated to face 
square to Sopris to maximize views. The garage is placed on the north side of the home so it does not obstruct 
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Sopris views. This layout results in a substantial increase in open space in the southern 2/3rds of the combined 
lot, and much improved view lines for neighbors on all sides. 

For example, the neighbor to the west (427 Crystal Canyon, a newly built spec-home, not yet sold) will enjoy 
view lines to the Crown and Basalt mountain that would presumably be blocked by structures if the lots were 
left separate. Similarly, neighbors in all directions, north, south, east, and west, as well as those utilizing the 
walking path, will enjoy improved view lines by combining the lots and the Spurriers’ plan to leave 
approximately 2/3rds of the southern portion of the combined lots as landscaped open space.  

It is worth noting that most of the footprint of the Spurriers’ envisioned home will be single story, further 
reducing the visual impact for neighbors when compared the home structures that would be likely built on the 
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two lots if left separate. Of the estimated 4,000 sq ft future Spurrier home, only about 1,400 sqft are 
anticipated to be 2nd-story.  

FYI, the yellow diagonal line is provided to show the direction toward Sopris.  

 

Thanks for considering our proposal! 

– The Spurrier Family (RJ, Amelia, Juliet, and Jack) 
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Section 3 

Miscellaneous Documents 

• Deed
• Letter of Approval from RVR DRC and HOA
• List – Property Owners within 300 feet
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